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QUESTION NO: 1 DRAG DROP
 

Click the Task button to see this question.

 

For further instructions on how to complete your answer with the drag and drop graphics, please

click the Help button.
 

Answer:

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

During the "Determining Perspective" phase of an ILM assessment, you learn of the client's plan

to decentralize business functions. What is the next question to ask of business management?
 

A. What is the impact on the parallel capacity plan?

B. How will this change the data classification goal?

C. What is the impact on business processes?

D. How will business demand for IT services change?
 

Answer: C
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QUESTION NO: 3 
 

What is the primary focus of Business Continuity Management (BCM)?
 

A. Develop, implement and successfully test procedures supporting procedures business

continuity

B. Establishment of successful management processes to test, review, maintain and audit all BCM

deliverables

C. Manage risk to ensure that the company is able to maintain operability at a pre-determined

level

D. Manage the dependence of the organization upon technology, human resources and external

suppliers
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

In a CLARiiON environment, what is the first thing to consider when designing for data warehouse

loading performance?
 

A. Disk devices size vs. disk devices quantity

B. Cache high-water mark setting

C. Implementing RAID-1 as opposed to RAID-5

D. Read cache size
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

When can you accelerate storage requests through the change control process?
 

A. End users have been given adequate warning about the storage change

B. Benefits of storage change exceed the risks incurred from inadequate testing

C. Storage request incurs no risk to other services

D. Storage request is within the capacity plan
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

What is the most important reason for knowing the component limits of the technology proposed

for a client solution?
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A. Ensure the solution has maximum capabilities

B. Ensure the solution carries minimum risk

C. Ensure the solution is sufficiently scalable

D. Ensure the solution fits functional requirements
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

An application requires:

85 IOPS sustained throughput per LUN

2.19 Terabytes of storage

4 HBAs

40 LUNs

DMX Storage

 

Array Assume each physical 146 GB drive can sustain 170 IOPS, and that the application

performs approximately 25% writes and 75% reads.

 

What is the minimum number of physical mirrored drives (RAID 1) necessary to satisfy just these

requirements?
 

A. 20 Total drives

B. 40 Total drives

C. 60 Total drives

D. 30 Total drives
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 DRAG DROP
 

Click the Task button to see this question.

 

For further instructions on how to complete your answer with the drag and drop graphics, please

click the Help button.
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